
Dynamic duo propels Lady Knights to 4AA Final Four:  
 

Ontario Christian (28-2 O):          21-19-13-19=72 
Notre Dame         (22-9 O):         08-13-17-20=58 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Riverside, CA (Notre Dame HS/Golden Dome)- 
 
Maddie Martinez pushed Ontario Christian's girls basketball team to a 21-8 lead after one 
quarter by hitting four three pointers in their Wednesday night road game at Notre Dame. From 
there Chloe Briggs, the Lady Knights leading scorer at nearly 35 ppg, took over and pushed her 
team into a division 4aa semifinal on Saturday night at Xavier Prep. Ontario Christian prevailed 
72-58 with Briggs (43 pts) & Martinez (18 pts) accounting for 61 total points and nine three 
pointers.  
 
While I was probably somewhere on Arlington almost to Notre Dame's Golden Dome (gotta love 
Wednesday night traffic right?) the Lady Knights jumped out to a 12-6 lead. Maddie Martinez 
had two of her four first quarter three pointers (her sister Mariam also added one) in the final 
minute of play as Ontario Christian jumped out to a 21-8 lead.  
 
Coming out of intermission Notre Dame's Claire Giraudo was fouled and scored but couldn't 
complete a three point play bringing the Lady Titans to within eleven points at 21-10 with 6:51 to 
half. After a Giraudo three pointer in transition pulled Notre Dame to a 26-14 deficit Briggs hit a 
three out of a baseline out of bounds play while Mikayla Campbell hit a jumper from the elbow to 
restore a fifteen point or more lead at 31-14 with 3:26 to half. A Giraudo layup knocked the 
deficit under twenty at 40-21 after sixteen minutes of action.  
 
After scoring 12 of her team's 19 2nd quarter points Briggs scored all 13 of the Lady Knights 
third quarter points as the lead was reduced to fifteen at 53-38 with eight minutes to decide a 
semifinal bid. Notre Dame pulled within thirteen points on three different occasions during that 
period with the last one coming off a Deanna Broughton jumper making it 51-38 as twenty three 
minutes of game action elapsed.  
 
Briggs, a freshman drawing NCAA division one college attention, said after their 28th win "They 
started making a run there and I didn't want to give them any hope of getting all the way back 
into it. We are not used to a lot of close games but as an athlete these are the games you want 
to be in because they make you better. I never thought it would be this much fun but it's the time 
of my life & I thank God for it."  
 
Broughton cleaned up her own offensive rebound and scored with 4:23 left and Ontario 
Christian up 63-51. Briggs then scored five straight points off two layups and a one for two free 



throw trip to put the Lady Knights up 68-51. From there the outcome was pretty clear to a crowd 
which filled Notre Dame's Golden Dome to probably 85% of capacity.  
 
Lady Knights coach Matt Tumambing remarked "Getting three or four days to prepare for this 
game was huge. We didn't shoot it too well against Pasadena Poly but got in the gym, got shots 
up and shot so much better tonight. All year we've had people telling us we don't deserve these 
rankings but our girls are fighters and will play hard every night no matter their seed."  
 
Notes:  
*Ontario Christian was 11/25 (44%) from three and 26/64 (41%) on the evening 
*Program's first semi since '82-'83 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


